Integrated Learning Management System
In most organizations today, the delivery and management of ongoing training is performed using stand-alone solutions which deal
only with the subject of learning management. While this meets the
need for the specific area, it is lacking in integration with other
applications or data the organization might have.
While information such as losses, incidents, and other risk
management data can be and should be analyzed with respect to
past and future training, it is a time consuming manual task and is
thus often not performed to the degree that it should, or even not at
all.

The Solution: CrossMark™ LMS
To address the learning management needs of Risk Pools, CrossMark has developed CrossMark LMS, an advanced
Learning Management System which is tightly integrated within the CrossMark Risk Management Suite.
Built on the latest industry standards for cross-browser, crossplatform web solutions, CrossMark LMS securely extends the
Risk Pool’s course catalog, scheduled trainings, and e-learning
courses to Member agency employees including HR staff, and
training coordinators. CrossMark LMS provides:
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A complete, integrated learning management solution



Automated self-service for Member agency staff



Comprehensive course and training delivery management

Easy One-Click Self-Registration
Member agency staff can easily browse or search for
desired trainings and then register for training with a single

Multiple Delivery Modes
CrossMark LMS supports a wide variety of methods for the
delivery of training including:


Classroom



E-Learning



Webcast and Webinar



Multi-day Academies



Conference Educational Forums

click. Since each staff member has a training profile and
transcripts integrated with their contact record, there are no
forms to complete or additional information to provide.

Single and Multi-Site
Instructor-led training can be performed in a single
classroom or spread across multiple sites such as a
session in a classroom followed by a hands-on session in a
yard.

Public and Private Training
Trainings can be scheduled to be available to all Member
agency staff, restricted to agencies of a specific region, or
even given privately for one or more agencies.
Similarly, courses themselves can be created for a specific
agency or set of agencies, thereby only shown in the
course catalog to staff of those agencies.

Agency-managed Training Coordination
The management of training for agency staff can be
delegated to one or more agency training registrars, either
agency-wide or for one or more departments. Training
registrars are fully enabled to manage training for others
including registration, reporting, training certificates, adding
and removing learners, and the hosting of on-site events.

External E-Learning Integration
3rd party E-Learning solutions such as Mastery can be
integrated directly into the LMS, including the course
catalog, registration, course launching, and transcripts.

Notifications and Reminders
CrossMark LMS provides a comprehensive set of
notifications and reminders to all stakeholders of each
training event including registered learners, training
registrars, training hosts, and instructors. Once a training is
complete, CrossMark LMS delivers the pertinent
Certificates of Completion for all verified attendees.

Pre-built and Ad-hoc Reporting
CrossMark LMS provides a broad set of reports for Member
agencies as well as Risk Pool staff including Completed
Training, Attendance, Available Trainings and Courses,
Individual Transcripts, Certificates, Sign-in Sheets and Tent
cards. Ad-hoc reporting is also available throughout the
system, provided through Excel-style sorting and filtering,
with easy export to Excel.

Integrated across the CrossMark Suite
Because the CrossMark Risk Management Suite is built on
a single, consolidated source of information, training data is
shared across all solution components. No more manual
correlation tasks. No more replicated, out of date
information.
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